Gas-hydrates (clathrates) are crystalline inclusion compounds that occur naturally on Earth, where suitable conditions of high pressure and low temperature prevail. These conditions are encountered in marine sediments mainly offshore along continental margins, and to a lesser extent in polar regions (permafrost). Methane is present in huge amounts in these hydrates, estimated to 10000 Gt, which exceeds by far the other known fossil energy sources of coal, oil and gas. They will be of major economic interest in the future once techniques for their safe extraction are established. Consequently, natural gas hydrates continue to attract increasing attention from the gas industry because of their potential as an energy resource. In contrast to their potential benefits to mankind, their role has been repeatedly quoted in geological hazards, or global climate change. Different scenarios explain the possible role of hydrates in past and future global climate change because of the potentially enormous greenhouse feedback effect of released methane. Information about their occurrence in natural environments is of prime importance in order to establish relationships between climate change and gas hydrates, to elucidate the mechanism of gas hydrates’ involvement in geo-hazards or to exploit the natural gas from hydrates profitably. This supposes a knowledge of how gas hydrates exists in the natural environment, their structural type, composition, their stability fields \( (p-T) \) etc.

We have used X-ray synchrotron diffraction to investigate the structure and thermal properties of natural samples. Gas hydrates have been recovered during the ZAIANGO cruise (ZAIROV-Leg 2 Dec. 2000, TOTAL - IFREMER) by gravity coring at 3160 m water depth in the Congo-Angola basin [1]. Other specimens were retrieved during the NERIS II campaign (Dec. 2004) at water depths between 1147 and 1203 m in the deep province of the Niger delta (Gulf of Guinea) (Figure 1). The powder data were recorded at beamline ID31 which allowed high-quality powder-diffraction patterns to be obtained with a typical resolution of \( \Delta d/d \sim 10^{-4} \). The physical (structure) and chemical properties of the gas hydrates can be preserved at low temperature (~ 90 K) and the thermal properties can be studied under controlled conditions.

The natural gas hydrates consist of mixed crystalline phases: ice Ih (hexagonal) and a cubic lattice structure I (sI), which is the most common structure adopted by natural specimens. Hydrocarbon gases in hydrates originate generally from two sources: biogenic and thermogenic. Our previous study using different laboratory techniques confirmed that the presence of sI is associated with methane (the major gas component) originating from microbial CO\(_2\) reduction [1]. Hydrates of thermogenic origin (generally composed of higher hydrocarbons) are generated at high temperature in the deep sediment at
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Fig. 1: a) Natural gas hydrate from the African margin decomposing at atmospheric conditions; b) Microscopic view of the gas hydrates from African margin preserved at 113 K.
~ 1000 to 2000 m (or even deeper) below the sea floor. Their structure generally differs from sI. However, they can also form near the sea floor when associated with fluid and seepage.

**Figure 2** displays the lattice constants of the Congo-Angola and Niger specimens ($a = 11.8646 (39) \, \text{Å}$ and $a = 11.8619 (23) \, \text{Å}$, respectively) at ~ 90 K [2]. They are comparable but not identical to those obtained for sl natural hydrates from Cascadia margin in the Pacific, Okhotsk Sea and synthetic methane hydrates [3]. The differences in lattice constants between natural specimens collected at different geological sites may reflect the mixing of methane with components like H$_2$S, CO$_2$ and non-methane gases identified spectroscopically in the structure [4].

Another point investigated here is the thermal evolution of the lattice expansion. Gas hydrates are known to present unusual thermophysical properties when compared to ice. They appear to depend on the interactions of guests molecules with the water host lattice. We confirmed that the thermal expansivity is much larger than that of ice, especially below 200 K. Furthermore, it tends to become reduced as temperature increases up to the hydrate decomposition temperature [2]. Conversely, at lower temperature, the thermal expansivity is much larger than compared to ice. This is attributed to a perturbation of the vibrational motions of the water molecules that experience a large anharmonic potential due to strong interaction with the guests.

In conclusion, valuable structural information can be obtained on well-preserved natural hydrates. We suggest that non-methane gas components present in small proportions affect the lattice dimension of the sI structure to a small extent. Moreover, the derived thermal expansion coefficients show comparable values with those reported for synthetic methane hydrates at low temperature and tends to reach thermal expansion of ice at higher temperature.
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**Unusual microstructure modification in biogenic crystals under annealing**

Biogenic crystals are crystals produced by living organisms. They attract a lot of attention because of their fascinating microstructures and superior properties [1]. The interrelation between a material’s microstructure and its properties is of great interest for materials science and engineering. Impressive examples include our ability to control the strength of metals and alloys by annealing-mediated grain size, and band gap engineering in semiconductor thin films by lattice-mismatch-mediated interfacial strains. Unique methods of controlling microstructure and, hence, crystal properties also exist in nature. In fact, organisms can control the polymorphism, morphology, and orientation of crystalline blocks in biogenic crystals by means of organic macromolecules deeply involved in the biomineralisation process. Very recently it was shown that even the atomic structure of biogenic ceramics can be slightly different when compared to the structure of their geological counterparts [2]. In fact, the aragonite and calcite polymorphs of calcium carbonate extracted from various mollusc shells exhibited anisotropic distortions of the crystalline lattice of about 0.1–0.2% [3], which are rather high for ceramic materials. These distortions (lattice strains) are effectively relieved at surprisingly low annealing temperatures of about 150–200°C.
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